The Sky This Month
09 November – 13 December 2021

What’s On
Wednesday, 10 November 2021 @ 06:35

Mercury and Mars

Mercury passes Mars in the early dawn light.

Wednesday, 10 November 2021 @ 16:30

The Moon, Saturn & Jupiter

The moon lies below Saturn with Jupiter to the left.

Friday, 12 November 2021 @ 01:00

Northern Taurids

The Northern Taurid meteor shower peaks during the night of 11–12 of November.
This is a minor meteor shower but worth checking out as there won't be much
moonlight – leaving us with a dark sky. The best time to observe most meteor
showers is from midnight to just before morning twilight. You may see 10 to 20
meteors per hour especially in the countryside away from city lights.

Thursday, 18 November 2021 @ 06:00

Leonid Meteor shower

The Leonid meteor shower peaks during the night of 17–18 of November. But the
display will be washed-out from the light of the nearly full moon.
Friday, 19 November 2021 @ 07:18

Partial lunar eclipse

A partial lunar eclipse will occur on the 19th of November. From our location we
will only observe some of the partial eclipse, because the moon sets at 07:44 while
it is still in progress. It will also getting light as the sun rises at 07:39.
Monday, 6 December + Tuesday, 7 December 2021 at sunset

Venus and a narrow crescent Moon

After sunset, look to the lower right of brilliant Venus to spot the narrow crescent
Moon with Saturn and Jupiter above and to the left of Venus. On 7 December
Venus reaches its brightest this year at a maximum of magnitude –4.7. It should
form a stunning duo with the crescent Moon after sunset in the South-West.

Wednesday, 8 December 2021 @ 16:30

Jupiter, the Moon, Saturn & Venus

The moon hangs between Saturn and Jupiter, with Venus well to the right.

